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The  Department  of  CSE and  CYBER SECURITY  had  conducted  the  workshop  event  on  5-09-
21(Sunday)  named Ëthical  Hacking that  was attended by the  faculty  members  and students  from
various parts of the country in the online medium through the Microsoft teams platform. It was held
between 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM. Coordinator of the event Dr M.SenthilKumar welcomed students
and faculty members from different department engineering streams who have registered themselves
for  this  event  and  took  part  in  this  event.  The  chief  guest  of  this  event  was  Mr  S  Ram
Sundar,Director  of Hebsec Technologies  who gave a  very informative  lecture  regarding how the
some  anti-social  elements  target  certain  websites  and  suggested  the  necessary  steps  all  the
organizations across the country must take steps to enhance the security of its websites . He stressed
that  there are some confidential  informations  that  must not be shared by the people in the public
domain such as date of birth, Aadhar card, PAN card and how it can act as a tool for an online fraud.
He told that his company is working at various projects in order to develop security platforms in order
to secure the websites that can be hacked by outside countries which may try to steal some confidential
information.. Then finally the other event coordinator Mr S.Venkatesh delivered the vote of thanks
to the chief guest who was applauded by the guests for his informative speech. Finally , the inaugural
event came to a close. This workshop was organized in order to enhance the knowledge of embedding
mainly the technical skills in various students and enable them to equip with them to develop the know
how of making them aware of the dangers persisting in the use of public networks and how one must
be safe in doing the transactions. The number of participants who did online registration for this event
were 156,out of which 120 participated. The main motive of conducting this event was to demonstrate
in practical of how online frauds like information theft, forgery could take place if websites are less
secure.




